May 28
EPOS ERIC Interim Service Coordination Board remote meeting, 28 May 2020

Thursday, May 28, 2020
Location:
Teleconference
The EPOS ERIC meeting of the Interim Service Coordination Board will be held today May 28 14:30–17:30 CEST.

The ISCC members will tackle some of the key priorities and objectives of the year 2020, identified in the EPOS ERIC Strategic Plan 2020-2022.

They will discuss and take decisions useful to complete the building of the EPOS Delivery Framework and to start soon the operational phase.

EPOS Research Infrastructure will operate a sustainable, distributed long term access to solid Earth science data and services, integrating diverse European RI under a common federated framework.

The main topics of the conference concern:

- the approval of the document “SCC Rules of Procedures”,
- the activation of the Thematic Core Services (TCS) Governance and Coordination;
- discussions about the EPOS collaboration with global and European initiatives,
- discussions and decisions about the EPOS links with Horizon Europe.

The decisions taken by the interim SCC members will be submitted to the EPOS ERIC General Assembly for the approval soon.